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FRANCIS CITY Planning Commission Meeting Wednesday October 23, 2013 

Recreational Building 2319 South Spring Hollow Road Francis, UT 

 

The Francis City Planning Commission convened in regular session Wednesday, October 23, 2013  

 in the Francis City Recreation Building. 

 

PRESENT: Chair Julie Keyes, Commissioner Byron Ames, Commissioner Mickey Grames, Commissioner 

Dorothy Sullivan, City Planner Rae Prescott, Secretary Susan Moses 

 

NOT PRESENT: excused Commissioners John Barclay and Jill Jacobson  

 

Others Present: Collins Prescott 

 

Call meeting to order 

 

Chair Julie Keyes called meeting to order at 7:06 pm 

 

Welcome New Planning Commissioner  

 

Postponed until next meeting 

Collins Prescott CUP – Discussion 

Planner Prescott read through staff report (see attachment) 

Collins Prescott stated he would like to get a business license to start operating part time. Collins Prescott 

asked if he could use a port-a-potty located in the back of the building, so it will not be seen from the road 

until he can generate enough cash to hook-up to the water and sewer. Added, the water line is across the 

road and he will have to cut across the State Road which will be costly. Collins Prescott stated he does not 

want to go into debt to put the water and sewer lines in.  

Chair Keyes commented it is too late in the year to cut asphalt; it has to be done before the 15th of 

October.  

Collins Prescott asked if he could get a Conditional Use Permit to start operating officially, then hopefully 

next summer he can get the water and sewer hooked-up.  

Chair Keyes asked if there is currently an exhaust system in place. Collins Prescott answered there is a 

partial exhaust system. 

Commissioner Grames asked Collins Prescott if he has had an OSHA inspector out. Collins Prescott 

answered no, he did not think it was necessary because he did not have any employees.  
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Commissioner Grames expressed concern about the sawdust accumulating and exploding.  

Commissioner Ames asked what kind of a volume are you anticipating initially; when you are saying you 

want to start out part time. Collins Prescott answered it is hard to tell, it depends on the market, and if he 

could get enough business he would push to do it full time.  

Commissioner Ames asked if he had a list of people lined up and waiting. Collins Prescott answered no, but 

he did have a few people interested.  

Commissioner Grames asked who he was marketing to and how. Collins Prescott answered assuming I go 

full time I will primarily work with general contractors on new construction, will do some remodels, do 

more high end customized cabinets. 

Commissioner Grames asked what his background was, had he been doing this with his dad. Collins 

Prescott answered yes, a little bit, I built my kitchen about 5 years ago. I have been around wood and 

woodworking most of my life; I have a degree from Utah State, an MBA, and currently working at Zions 

Bank in Kamas.  

Planner Prescott asked Collins if he could hook-up to the sewer since it was close to the building. Collins 

Prescott replied the sewer would not be bad, it is the water.  

Chair Keyes asked if Rusty Webster was connected to the water and sewer. Secretary Moses answered 

Rusty Webster and his subdivision was in the County not Francis. 

Commissioner Ames asked if there were any temporary water options, like a water truck. 

Commissioner Grames asked what it would cost and the capabilities of actually doing the water and sewer 

in the spring. Collins Prescott answered he talked to one guy about it and he said it would be about 

$25,000, he does not know how much the State requires for a bond. 

Commissioner Grames asked if he had that financial capability. Collins Prescott answered not today; hope 

to have the money this spring. 

Commissioner Ames stated his concerns are the building code issues, and as long as those life safety type 

things are met, those are his only concerns. 

Commissioner Grames commented she is not opposed to the idea; it is a great use of that space, she loves 

the idea of more tax revenue, but having been a business consultant for over 25 years she would rather 

see Collins come back with a more definitive plan, get OSHA to come out so you know what they will 

require, get a bid on the water and sewer, and the appropriate exhaust system that you would need. 

Tonight it is a little premature to recommend a business license, that being said knowing the qualifications 

that you need, my other concern beyond that would be having you do some investigative work regarding 
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financing. She would like a full picture of what the cost would be to become operational. You need to be 

prepared to bring people in. 

Chair Keyes asked staff to check what kind of temporary measures may be able to bring Collins up to a 

temporary fix as far as water and sewer that would be acceptable to our code and the building inspector 

would approve of and OSHO would sign off on.  

Collins Prescott asked on the business plan how much detail the Planning Commission wanted. 

Commissioner Grames answered basically an overview of what the business is; initial hours, growth, a 

summary of improvements that need to be made and the associated cost, and a time line for the 

improvements.  

Chair Keyes commented she would like to see the business open up again and stated there is a need, but 

we need to go about it the right way.  

Chair Keyes summarized what the Planning Commission would like to see: 

1. Deal with the entities like OSHA and coordinate that with the Planner  

2. The Planner will check on temporary measures for water and sewer 

3. Work with Building Inspector to bring up to code 

Possible Fee and Rates for overnight camping in the Park – Discussion 

Chair Keyes stated the Mayor asked the Planning Commission to look at allowing camping in the park. We 

have had some inquires about renting out the park for the weekend for overnight camping for things like 

family reunions. During Frontier Days we did allow some camping over by the maintenance building.  

Secretary Moses stated that during Frontier Days the stock contractor for the rodeo was allowed to camp 

because he needed to tend to his stock, also Luke Thomas (Public Works Director) brought his trailer over, 

and the cowboys stay in their horse trailers over the weekend.  

Commissioner Grames commented that we do not have any services, like water or sewer or anything like 

that.  

Chair Keyes responded it would be a dry camp.  

Chair Keyes stated basically it would not be random people stopping and wanting to spend the night, it 

would be an organized event, a lot of people that come to family reunions have to travel and we do not 

have accommodations in the valley. The Mayor would like us to explore the issue to see if we were 

interested or not. If we are we need to set up some fee guidelines. 

Commissioner Grames stated she sees it as revenue.  
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Commissioner Ames stated he sees it as a liability.  If something happens while someone is camping in the 

park whose insurance is covering that. If someone wants to have an event and bring in their family and 

have lots of fun and people are running and playing in the dark and trip and hurt themselves, whose duty 

is it to clear and secure the park and all of those things, how do you allocate liability .Generally when you 

have a big event the event has their own insurance and covers their own people and it is not our problem, 

but if it is a family reunion they don’t get insurance for the family event.  

Commissioner Grames asked what insurance the City carries. Secretary Moses answered I can’t tell you 

exactly what is covered, but the City requires the Rodeo contractor to carry an extra $100,000,000 policy.  

The City also is covered through the Trust. 

Chair Keyes commented we also make participants sign waivers. Commissioner Ames responded waivers 

give attorneys a job.  

Chair Keyes commented don’t we pose the same liability as if they are here for the day.  

Chair Keyes stated tonight let’s get ideas of things we need to check into to see what the liability is. Keyes 

asked if any neighboring communities have places where you can stay. Secretary Moses replied Oakley has 

a few hook-ups by their arena that you can reserve. Keyes commented I don’t think we want to go to a lot 

of expense of installing hook-ups.  

Commissioner Ames commented let’s assume we want to do this, there are cost involved with insurance, 

making sure damage is fixed, would that became cost prohibited. You would have to make sure the fee is 

appropriate for passing on those cost so the City does not have to bear it. 

Chair Keyes asked what the fee was to rent the building.  Secretary Moses answered there is a $200 

deposit; you get that back if you leave the building clean and no damage. Rental is $30 for residence of 

Francis and $55 for non-residence. Keyes added we also have a fee to use the bowery. 

Chair Keyes stated if we are going to do this we need to have a package deal because if you are going to 

dry camp you will need access to bathroom facilities and that needs to be part of the cost. 

Chair Keyes asked staff to check into the liability insurance.  

Commissioner Grames commented I think it is worth exploring. Grames stated in Idaho the insurance 

company would issue temporary insurance policies for people coming in when they wanted to use the 

facilities not in conjunction with the State Fair. Find out what the cost would be, could we cover the cost 

and still make money. 

Commissioner Sullivan commented we need to get a deposit to cover any damage. 
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Commissioner Ames commented we need to do an impact assessment to figure out the capacity, and are 

we willing to except.  

Chair Keyes commented when you do the fee structure you need to base it on the number of people.  

The consensus of the Planning Commission is to pursue the issue further.  

Review of Planning Commission Duties and Responsibilities 

Secretary Moses passed a copy of the Bylaws and Rules of Procedure. Commented the Planning 

Commission my want to up-date them.  Moses stated she was working on having someone from the Trust 

do so some training in January. 

Commissioner Grames recommended we postpone discussion until new Commissioner is able to attend. 

Planning Commission agreed to postpone. 

Approval of Minutes: August 28, 2013 

Commissioner Sullivan stated on page 4 of 5 the word serves needs to be changed to services. 

Commissioner Grames motioned to approve minutes with change on page 4 of 5. Commissioner Sullivan 

seconded the motion. Motioned passed unanimously. 

Adjourn 

Commissioner Ames motioned to adjourn. Commissioner Sullivan seconded the motion. Motion passed 

unanimously. Adjourned at 8:45 p.m.  

These minutes were______x____approved as presented.________ Approved as amended at the meeting 
held on December 4, 2013 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


